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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
COVID19
The COVID19 virus is impacting the human race, us.
Many events and gatherings have been cancelled including our STHARC
meetings and runs. As I type there is talk of closing all non essential
businesses, schools and closing state boarders.
By the time you read this we will most likely be in lockdown in our homes.
This physical isolation does not mean social isolation in that STHARC will
endeavour to maintain our strong comradery using available technologies
such as Facebook.
STHARC strategy
We will manage Committee activities electronically. We hope to still be
able to publish and send out The Wheel. Communications will be much
more dependent on emails and the website. We emphasize the
importance of regular checking of the website for details about the club
and what is happening.
Other methods of keeping communications flowing such as Facebook are
being investigated.
Your Stories
During this period it is important we receive your stories to publish so that
it will help maintain the fine comradery of our family friendly club. You
probably have more “home” time now to write your story up.

Cover photo from Shannons Wheels 2020
organised and run by STHARC, the family
club.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Minutes of Monthly Meeting
Tuesday 3rd March 2020 @ 20:15
Attendance: 32 members
Apologies:
Malcolm and Hazel Roxburgh, Geoff Rudd and as per attendance book.

Visitors:
Prospective new members - Jimmy Howard and Seb & partner.
Guest speaker
No guest speaker for March to allow discussion of Wheels.
President’s Report:
The main recent event has been the running of Wheels by STHARC on
behalf of the Council of ACT Motor Clubs. The President commended all
members who contributed to the success of the event. The reflection of
the make up of STHARC in the club’s display was a successful exercise
and the contributions of the many members who made it possible are to
be admired.
The management of the public parking by Rotary removed a potential
burden from club members who had offered to add this role to their
already significant workloads for the day.

Rotary advised that they would be happy to carry out the same job again.
The efforts of the CWA ladies in supporting STHARC were also
appreciated. The presence of Ronda in the kitchen helped explain the
special assistance STHARC members seemed to achieve.
Maureen asked that special mention be made of the contribution made
by Charlie throughout the day and the Secretary was asked to send her a
special thanks on behalf of the club.
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Vice President’s report: Terry Davis
Guest speakers have been arranged for April and June and a speaker for
May has been suggested. A book for members to suggest potential guest
speakers is located with the club apparel.
Treasurer’s Report: Brian Thomas
Club funds are in a healthy position. There is likely to be a surplus of
sponsorship funds after all costs of Wheels have been met. The
remaining balance will result in the club holding sufficient funds at the end
of June 2020 for its effective management.
Secretary’s report: Lawrie Nock
Hard copies of club newsletters from some other clubs are at the front
table. Many clubs now transmit electronically and STHARC’s webmaster
either loads the newsletters onto the STHARC site or provides a link to
them.
Correspondence Out: messages to STHARC members and prospective
members.
Membership Secretary: Pam Corbett
Club now has 141 financial members
Editor: Darryl Bourke
Looking for a report on Wheels and plenty of pictures to select from for
next edition of The Wheel.
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Registrar: John Corbett
An International truck and a Mustang registered on club plates this
month. RMS is continuing with its inspections of vehicle compliance
especially for HVS.
Provision exists for reporting suspected non
compliance to RMS. This should not be viewed as dobbing in but rather
as a way of protecting the integrity and therefore future of the system
which benefits legitimate owners of heritage vehicles

Minutes of January and February meetings are published in the March .
Registrar corrected minutes in March edition of The Wheel that the
reported grounds for querying eligibility of a car at Summernats. The
problem was with the wheels and exhaust fitted to a car on H plates.

Webmastaer: Malcolm Roxburgh
All OK
Property Officer: Ray Malam
All OK
Public Officer: Chris Hillbrick-Boyd
Business as usual
Council of ACT Motor Clubs

STHARC delegate was unable to get to the February meeting on time. A
late decision by CACTMC in relation to the nominated charity
arrangements was sent by email and rejected by STHARC
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Planned Events
The visit to Ian and Tina’s collection of vehicles was a great
success. Director thanked them for their hospitality and also thanked Ray
for bringing the BBQ trailer and the cook for their efforts on the day.
End of month morning tea for March will be held at the same location for
ladies and blokes. There is good parking available and the owners are
hoping to see clubs cars on the day. Christine requested that prospective
attendees advise either herself or Tony by text about a week before the
event if possible to assist with staffing at the destination.
Events as listed in the newsletter and on the club website. The
webmaster’s input in keeping the listing of club events and other events
complete is appreciated.
The Events Committee is looking for some assistance from members in
identifying the types of activities they would like the club to be involved in.
It was reported that a recent visitor to Batemans Bay was confronted by a
bill for food with a 25% Bushfire Loading on top of the amount of the
purchase. It is unknown whether this is a general approach being
adopted by local businesses or a special effort on the part of just one
business.
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SHANNON WHEELS 2020 by Joe Vavra
The sun rose in the early hours on the cloudless Shannons Wheels day.
Amidst the early morning dew members of STHARC and local clubs were
preparing their precious drives to attend Wheels 2020.
STHARC members rolled up early at the Queanbeyan Showground to
either display or roll up to help marshal car club members to their
respective display area. Tony and Bev donned their high vis vests and
spent almost all morning directing traffic and did it exceptionally well.

Bev Lang’s Prefect (Penelope)– under restoration car was busily being
set up by Hugh, only to be asked to move it to be in the focal display by
Joe. I must add Hugh was less than impressed since he had already
jacked up the rear of the car and put on stands. Anyway, with a bit of help
and mutterings under his breath from Hugh we moved the Prefect.
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STHARC’s focal display was now taking shape with Bev’s Prefect in the
centre, Jeff Gill’s Statesman and Jennison caravan with Ron
Scattergood’s (Anne’s ) truck (Polly), complete with STHARC’s new
banner showing our Motto “The Family Club for Historic Vehicles”, at the
rear. The rest of the display consisted of a 48-214 FX
Holden, the latest model Holden, a BMW, an Ariel motor cycle, the
beautiful ‘Barrymore’ Packard limousine, Ford Pilot and a Mini Moke. This
focal display clearly represented the diversity of the member vehicles in
STHARC.
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Other STHARC member vehicles of many other makes were displayed
behind the focal display and did the club proud in the manner the vehicles
were prepared.
The ACT Cancer Council collected donations to their cause all day. From
all accounts they did well in their endeavours.

The best club display went to the Mercedes Club and the vehicle Tim
Overall would like to take home was a 1929 Dodge Six owned by Rod
Grescke from the CACMC.
In my mind I thought the best displays came from STHARC and the MG
Club
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The day was a huge success with fine weather, lots of fine vehicles
including some veteran & vintage cars, vintage caravans against the
display are fence, a lovely Ford Louisville prime move (owned by one of
our lovely female members, street machines, motor cycles, electric cars
and cycles, and muscle cars.

Food vendors were kept busy all day dishing up their culinary delights.
Shannons arranged for racing legend Jim Richards to be there and
display one of his old race cars – no not a Ford or Holden but an oldie.
Electro Plating Technology (EPT) of Queanbeyan, also a sponsor,
displayed some of their master craftsman chrome work.
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The end of the day finally came and those of us remaining managed to
pack up signs gazebos, lock the gates and head off to our homes for a
well deserved rest.
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Sun
19th

Sat
18th

Tue
14th

Sat
4th

DATE

STHARC and other events calendar.

In view of the recent disastrous bushfires and the effect on the South Coast
the events committee have decided that we will do a day run to Batemans bay.
Meet at the club house at 8:00 am for departure at 8.30 sharp. Stop at
Braidwood Bakery for morning tea and to collect Braidwood mob. Lunch at
waterfront Fish and Chip shop or as you please. Afternoon visit to Mogo
shops to support businesses and buy ice cream for return journey. Mogo zoo
may be an option if you would like to support an Otter and friends.

POSTPONED TILL FURTHER NOTICE

Bushfire Recovery Visit to Batemans Bay

Wheels of Wamboin. 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM. CANCELLED
A community run car show of all types with all proceeds to the Wamboin Rural
Fire Service (RFS).
There is only one trophy for the day People’s Choice.

Canberra and Region Heritage Festival. CANCELLED
From 14 April to 3 May over 150 diverse events will take place across the
Canberra region, including talks, dinners, dances, tours, concerts, markets
and more.

The Temora Antique Motor Club will be hosting a “I Don’t Want to Go Home
Rally” from Saturday April 4 – Tuesday April 7 2020. CANCELLED

April 2020

Check STHARC’s Website regularly for details and updates.

Max
DeOliver

CONTACT
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POSTPONED

Club run to Collector and cafe via the Back roads. CANCELLED

2020 CROOKWELL POTATO FESTIVAL CANCELLED

New dates for the 2020 event will be Saturday 7 th and Sunday 8th November
2020.

www.wingsoverillawarra.com.au

WINGS OVER ILLAWARRA 2020

May 2020

Tony

CONTACT

Members of other Car Clubs are most welcome to join STHARC on any of our club runs.
STHARC MEMBERS PLEASE CONTACT THE EVENTS COMMITTEE IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
HELP OR ORGANISE A RUN.

Sat
16th

Sun
3rd

Sat
2nd

DATE
Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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LADIES MORNING TEA by Christine Brown
Friday, 28 February 2020
Another year of morning teas has begun, with our first for 2020 being
held at the Hansel & Gretel café in Phillip.
The ladies were able to enjoy the culinary delights and beverages that
were on offer, as well as take the opportunity for some gift shopping and
early Easter treats.
Attendees:
Ronda Cornwell, Lynne Heffernan, Jane Nock, Krystyna McLeish, Kay
Carratt, Sandra McInally, Hazel Roxburgh and Christine Brown
Apologies:
Barbara Malam, Nancy-Lea Legge and Rhonda Winnett
Next:
Our April morning tea will be held on Friday, 24 April at Red Baron Café,
2 Faulding Street, Symonston (off Canberra Avenue, opposite
Fyshwick). Turn right into the complex at 2 Faulding Street and follow
road/driveway to nearly the end. The café is on the right. If there is no
parking outside the café there is plenty at the rear of the café, just turn
right at the driveway immediately after the café to access this alternate
parking.
As it is difficult to make a booking when I am unsure of numbers, I
always have to make a guesstimate (sometimes it works, sometimes it
doesn’t). So, if you think that you will be attending, I would really
appreciate a call or text message on 0412 442 623 about a week before,
just to make life a little easier.
Christine
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MENS MORNING TEA by Tony Brown
Friday, 28 February 2020
The Wheat and Oats Café at Colbee Court Phillip was the venue for the
first Coffee Morning of 2020. February 28 was an unfortunate choice of
date for this coffee morning as it clashed with the first day of STHARC
preparations for Shannon’s Wheels 2020.
Only four gents attended the coffee morning as a number of STHARC
members elected to stay on at the Queanbeyan Showground to finish
the marking out of the ground. Hopefully, the March Coffee Morning will
attract a larger crowd.

Attendees:
Lawrie Nock, Brian McInally, Hugh Spencer & Tony Brown.
Apologies:
Ray Malam
Next:
The April Men’s Coffee Morning will be at 10.00am on Friday, 24 April, at
Pushy’s Café, Collie Street, Fyshwick (behind Pushy’s Bike Shop).
Tony
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EVENT DIRECTOR'S REPORT by Hugh Spencer
March 2020
What an apocalyptic year this has been. Ghastly bushfires that incinerated
the Great Dividing Range with a huge loss of life, loss of animals, homes,
livelihoods, it just goes on.
And now we have the awful COVID19 virus which has swept the world
and the effects on people, communities and economies has yet to be
discovered.
And GM has thrown in the towel and Australia's own car is no more...
And our car club has now suspended all Events and Meetings for the
foreseeable future until it is safe for us to again share biscuits and a hot
sausage!
And on top of that Tassie has pulled up the draw bridge over their moat
and told us we are not welcome!
But things will return to a new normal, they will improve. I was pleased this
week on driving back through the fire ravaged forests to see just how well
the forests and fern gullies through East Gippsland are regenerating. It is
a spectacular transformation. Things will get better.
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So for the moment.
All club events involving direct physical contact are suspended until the
Government provides updated advice.
But the club will continue. Indeed I think it is important that the club which
means you all, because it's our club of people, not cars... are here to
support each other where needed.
This might be a phone call to chat to a fellow club member or I need a
hand... or I am lonely or whatever. We have an older group of
distinguished members but getting out and about during these times will
be more difficult as we try to stay isolated. And of course your committee
is here also. It is important to keep contact during this period of extended
isolation.
Communications
So how will contact be maintained?
1. The Wheel will continue to be sent out courtesy of the generous efforts
of our editor and the supporting team. I encourage you to send in
articles, comments and thoughts for his editorial assistance.
2. The club web page will continue.
3. There is a Facebook web group STHARC which can act as a chat
forum
4. And there's always the phone to ring a friend ... to discuss your
restoration options as you struggle to refit part A into part C and find
part B is missing.
All suggestion regarding events during this period are of course most
welcome. Our primary concern is your safety and of course compliance
with all government directives regarding COVID19.
Things will improve. In our self isolation in Burra I plan amongst other
activities to continue some of my restoration projects. We will all see how
far I get.
We have had some great recent car club Events that have been very well
attended. We will have them again.
Stay safe, talk to people and help where you can.

Hugh Spencer
Events Director STHARC
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BACK TO THE 1930S by Lawrie Nock
My first automotive experiences were had in a 1939 Hudson 8. My father
had purchased it new before the outbreak of war. He had a job which
involved him travelling extensively around western NSW. He chose the
Hudson because he claimed it was the safest of the cars on the road at
that time. His previous car was a 6 cylinder Hudson If you are old
enough you should remember how a new car had to be “run in” at low
speeds for the first few months of ownership. He had just finished
‘running in” this vehicle when an intoxicated driver forgot to check for
other vehicles on a single lane bridge he wanted to use. They met as my
father attempted to exit the bridge. This experience probably helped his
level of confidence in Hudsons.
I have looked around for a 1939 Hudson 8 with no success. Even seeing
one would be a good start but it seems that they may have been just so
reliable that everyone who had one wore it out. During the 1950s,
Hudson went the way of several other reputable American marques. It
relatives such as Nash and Packard are among the casualties.
Studebaker made it through to the 1960s but eventually also had to close
down.
One of our fellow members Peter Packard we should call him has a
passion for Packards. After becoming acquainted with the marque I
understand much better, his passion. My first Packard was a 1954
Clipper. It had been laid up since the mid 1970s so I called her “Snow
White” and she was quite a nice car to drive. But Peter had a much nicer
1953 Clipper and when in a moment of weakness he said he intended to
sell it, I attacked this weakness. The deal was that if I ever wanted to sell
the car he had first right of refusal. Actually we ended up with an
arrangement that if ever he wanted the car back I would release it- so it
almost never was my car. When the time came to let it go back home, I
mentioned that my idea of the iconic Packard was late 1930s or early
1940s.
Peter came up with a fellow Packardian who was thinking of selling his
1939 Straight Eight Packard. I had previously seen this car and could not
help but be interested. A deal was done.
“Fleurette” as she is known was delivered new in Australia in June 1939
by Buckles which was an agency in Sydney. Her previous owner had
owned her since the early 1980s and had carried out extensive
restoration work on her throughout the period of his ownership. I think
“Fleurette: is about as close to a 1939 Hudson as I am likely to find so I
expect to keep her for the duration.
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IMPACT OF COVID19 ON STHARC
Club Activities
The impact of COVID19 is the major issue for Committee.
The Committee decided to cease all club activities involving gatherings of
members. April, May and June monthly general meetings are suspended.
Members to be encouraged to rely on website for club information and
other matters to be communicated by email.
All club events are to cease until the virus situation stabilizes.
New membership applications will not be accepted until such time as
regular monthly meetings are resumed.
Secretary will send out a message by email to members advising of
suspension of club activities,
recommending regular accessing of STHARC website and referring
members to the website.
Committee management will be by electronic communication.
Meeting Location:

Guides have advised that all meetings using the hall have been
suspended.

Meetings and events

CANCELLED
but not the

STHARC COMRADERY
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BLACKSMITH RESTORATION by Hugh Spencer
Learning Blacksmith Skills for Restoration
I've always loved the smell of the smithy. The heat from the forge,
hammering the glowing red metal. Blacksmiths are truly the original
wizards as they use their immense skills of alchemy to weld, shape, and
forge virtually anything with little more than an anvil, a very hot fire and
some hammers or so it seems.
I am not a Blacksmith I am just a basher. But I thought well if I could have
a go, some of you might also be vaguely interested in hitting some stuff
especially during this period of isolation. As it is fun and I love metal
working anyway.

So my mechanical background. Well it started at about the age of 4
apparently when given a new toy car for Christmas, I promptly pulled the
wheels off the shiny new car to repair my old faithful battered toy. I was
doomed from the beginning. At 15 I was running lathes at GMH in
Fishmans Bend making axles for early Toranas and years later I
progressed to making gearboxes and bashing the selector synchromes
together. Not quite a basher yet. But getting there. I then got to work for a
company called Steel Mains grinding, welding but more importantly
heating huge steel compression rings to red hot to put on the giant main
line steel water pipes. Not quite Blacksmithing. But physical, hot,
dangerous and allot of fun.
I was learning to play with metal with heat and hammers. So I muddled on
for years and improved slowly but not real blacksmithing. Had a go
building temporary forges with a vacuum cleaner as a blower to bend stuff
but not quite forging.
So what actually is forging? Well basically at its simplest, it is hammering
or squishing metal into shapes, instead of molten metal being poured into
moulds much as you make say chocolate. Forging however is much more
than just hammering hot metal. Because you use it to create things that
are both lighter, stronger and or harder depending on how you fold, heat,
stretch or weld the metal together.
So I thought I would share a few thoughts from my recent experience at
the Thawa Valley Forge where they run both day and week training
courses for people interested in learning some Blacksmith skills.
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Firstly it is brilliant fun oh and they are operating despite the virus.
These days most people use a gas forge to heat metal. Coal or coke is
very hard to obtain. The other option if you want a traditional forge is to
use charcoal. It's feasible but really viable if you want to go full old style
and you have steel that won't fit in a gas forge.
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A gas forge is basically a half dome shape about the size of a cat box
and open both ends. It's run using standard gas you can get from
Bunnings. You want to have it mounted on something non flammable
about waist height so you don't have to bend down too much. You can
get the materials to make one from Tharwa.
You need an anvil. And preferably a good one with a nice ground flat top.
But you can start with a heavy lump of steel e.g. railway track.

Why is the anvil so important to blacksmiths?. A good anvil is brilliant
because used correctly it reflects the energy from stroke of your hammer
back up into the metal you are hitting to shape. Essentially it means you
need to use less effort and you get faster predictable results. As you learn
to heat metal effectively from red hot to white hot when it sparks and is
too hot, you learn the sweet spot between heating and hammering. The
smarter you are, the better the anvil, the better your technique, the less
you need to hammer. Many women make great blacksmiths and knife
Smith's. Making knives is probably the most popular blacksmith activity. It
requires real skill to learn to fold steel, but the forge can be much smaller
which also means you use allot less gas which is expensive.
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But as I said, I am a basher and like playing with old steel and I have allot
to learn.
The other key things a budding smith needs are: a leather apron, one
leather glove (your hammer hand usually doesn't have a glove! Or you
might have a light glove to reduce blisters), steel capped boots, heavy
trousers and glasses of some sort.
You will then need black smith tools. And once you have bought long
handled tongs most blacksmiths make their own. Tools and many
different hammers then become the basis for your forge. Plus a 44 gallon
drum of water to quench work as you work it. So for example if you want
bend a flattened rod at a specific point you will dip the red to yellow hot
steel in the 44 then turn to the anvil and precision hit it with the hammer
to achieve desired outcome.

So what has this to do with car restoration? Well a Blacksmith can shape
and bend metal. And with a grinder you can fabricate. And as winter
comes it's not a bad hobby to consider.
Cheers all Hugh
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CROSS-PLY OR RADIAL
Every vehicle enthusiast usually faces the decision of choosing the period
correct look and feel of a cross ply tyre, or the comfort and reliability of a
modern radial. While radials provide an adequate ride quality, they
certainly don’t add to a collector vehicle’s authenticity.
Cross Ply
The cords (plies) run at a 45-degree angle (cross ply) from bead to bead
criss-crossed with each layer to create a very rigid structure. They have a narrow
tread profile, with a sharp shoulders and a sidewall bulge that is easily identifiable
as a vintage car look.

Cross Ply

Radial

Radial
This construction consists of ply cords that run 90 degrees in relation to
the bead. This radial design helps conform to the road surface allowing
the tyres to skim across the ruts and breaks in the surface. This makes
for a pleasant ride quality, even on rough roads, which would cause the
wandering sensation with cross ply tyres. It also offers great
improvements in ride quality, wet weather traction and tread life.
Best of both
Alternatives exist such as the American Classic radial which is a narrow
tread profile, bulged sidewall and aspect ratio of a vintage-style cross-ply
tyre, with the internal construction of a radial.
Snapshot of information from an article provided to Hugh from Antique Tyres
(antiquetyres.com.au), summarised by Darryl
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Seiffert Automotive

All types of mechanical work done to most
makes and models of vehicles.
Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT.

Albert & Andrew Neuss
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan
02 6297 6225
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